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Methane is the simplest hydrocarbon and its aggregation structures are determined merely by van der Waals
(vdW) interaction. Here we present the direct observation of a vdW two-dimensional crystal and small clusters
of methane on Cu surfaces using a low-temperature scanning tunneling microscope. Methane shows a hexagonal
molecular-packing structure on the Cu(110) and Cu(111) surfaces. However, methane preferentially forms a
dimer and a trimer on the Cu(110)-(2 × 1)-O added-row structure, indicating different aggregation behavior
from the bare Cu surfaces. The adsorption structures are examined in detail by density functional theory
calculations, providing atomistic insights into the adsorption geometry and aggregation mechanism of methane
on the Cu surfaces, which are governed by a subtle balance between the intermolecular and molecule–surface
interactions.
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Methane is an important chemical feedstock and fuel,
which exists in natural gas, shale gas, and ocean floors as
methane hydrate [1], and is also related to climate changes [2]
and astrochemistry in interstellar media [3]. Methane is also
the simplest model of molecular crystals whose aggregation
behavior is governed merely by the van der Waals (vdW) in-
teraction. As being a prototypical molecular crystal, the three-
dimensional structure and the solid-state phase diagram of
methane have been investigated in detail using x-ray/neutron
diffraction [4–6], vibrational spectroscopy [7], and theoretical
calculations [8,9]. Early studies found that a methane crystal
forms a face-centered cubic lattice (phase I), indicating that
the molecules behave as a simple sphere [10–12]. However,
subsequent studies have revealed that methane crystals ex-
hibit a complex phase diagram with at least seven different
phases [7]. Furthermore, a methane dimer is routinely em-
ployed as a benchmark model of intermolecular interactions
in quantum chemical calculations [13]. In experiments small
clusters of methane were isolated in cold helium droplets
and investigated with high-resolution rotational–vibrational
spectroscopy [14]. However, a real-space imaging of single
methane molecules remains a challenging experiment. Here
we report the direct observation of methane on surfaces using
a low-temperature scanning tunneling microscope (STM).

Sample preparation and STM measurements were car-
ried out in ultrahigh vacuum chambers (<5 × 10−10 mbar)
equipped with a low-temperature STM. An electrochemically
etched PtIr tip was used as an STM probe. The bias volt-
age (Vbias) was applied to the sample with the tip ground.
The tunneling current (It) was corrected from the tip. The
Cu(110) and Cu(111) surfaces were cleaned by argon-ion
sputtering and annealing. Methane (CH4) was adsorbed by

backfilling the STM chamber. Our density functional theory
(DFT) calculations were performed by using a plane-wave
basis and pseudopotential method as implemented in the
STATE code [15]. We used the rev-vdW-DF2 [16] exchange-
correlation functional with an efficient implementation
[17,18] (see Supplemental Material [19] for further details of
the calculations).

Figure 1(a) shows an STM image of the Cu(110) surface
exposed to a 22 Langmuir (1 L = 1 × 10−6 Torr s) methane
gas at ∼13 K. Small protrusions on the surface correspond
to single methane molecules or small clusters. The molecules
diffused on the surface even at 5 K, suggesting that methane
is weakly bound to the surface and the adsorption potential
is expected to be very shallow. As the methane dose was
increased (∼80 L), the molecules aggregated into a two-
dimensional island on the surface [Fig. 1(b)]. The islands
were formed around a single-atomic step of the surface,
which implies that the growth occurs from the step edges.
The individual methane molecules in the island could be
resolved as a round protrusion in the high-resolution STM
image [Fig. 1(c)]. It should be noted that the high-resolution
image was obtained most probably by a functionalized tip
with a methane molecule [20] that was occasionally picked
up to the tip apex at the island edge.

We found that methane forms a hexagonal molecular-
packing structure with a lattice constant of 4.2(±0.1) Å
[Fig. 1(d)]. This distance coincides with the carbon–carbon
distance of the methane crystal in the face-centered cubic
structure (phase I) [11,21]. Thus, the rectangular (C2v sym-
metry) atomic arrangement of the Cu(110) surface is not
reflected in the two-dimensional structure, suggesting that the
aggregation is dominated by the vdW interaction between
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FIG. 1. (a) STM image of methane molecules on Cu(110) at low coverage (5 K, Vbias = 20 mV; It = 5 pA). (b) Overview STM image
of a methane island on Cu(110) (5 K, Vbias = 30 mV; It = 20 pA). (c) High-resolution STM image of a methane island on Cu(110) (5 K,
Vbias = 30 mV; It = 50 pA). CO molecules were coadsorbed as a marker to identify the adsorption position of the methane molecules with
respect to the Cu(110) lattice (represented by the blue grid lines). (d) Line profile along the blue solid line in (c) where a methane layer and a
CO molecule are observed. (e) Same STM image as (c) in a different color scale to emphasize the Moiré pattern in the methane layer. The white
waved line represents the Moiré corrugation to guide the eye. (f) Enlarged STM image of the methane layer. The white grid lines represent
the surface lattice of Cu(110). The white and black dots indicate the short-bridge (SB) and the on-top (T) sites, respectively. The black arrows
indicate the CH4-(3 × 2)/Cu(111)-(5 × 2) supercell. The dashed black lines represent the highest and lowest topographic height in the Moiré
corrugation to guide the eye. (g) Schematic model of the methane layer on Cu(110). The red circles indicate the adsorption site of the methane
molecules.

methane molecules, whereas the molecule–surface interaction
plays a minor role to determine the lateral geometry. However,
the absence of a three-dimensional growth of methane islands
indicates that the methane–surface interaction is stronger than
that of methane with its first layer.

The STM image of the methane layer shows a subtle Moiré
pattern [Fig. 1(e)] resulting from a lattice mismatch with the
surface. In order to reveal the adsorption site of individual
molecules, the surface lattice of Cu(110) was determined by
coadsorbing CO molecules on the surface. A CO molecule
adsorbs onto the on-top site of Cu(110) [22] and can be
identified by STM inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy
[23], thus acting as a good positional marker. The grid lines
in Figs. 1(c) and 1(f) represent the surface lattice of Cu(110),
showing that the methane molecules adsorb on the Cu atomic
row running along the [110] direction. The molecule on the
short-bridge (SB) and on-top (T) site exhibits the highest and
lowest topographic height, respectively [Fig. 1(f)]. However,
since the STM image corresponds to the local density of states
of the sample surface, it is not straightforward to directly
correlate the apparent height with the actual geometric height
of methane on the surface. In addition, as mentioned above,

the tip apex was terminated by a methane molecule, which
may affect the apparent height. Therefore, we avoid quanti-
tative discussion about the geometric height of the methane
molecules. However, the lateral dimensions can be determined
and the schematic adsorption geometry of the methane layer
is shown in Fig. 1(g).

Figure 2(a) shows a methane island formed on a Cu(111)
surface obtained by exposure to a 20 L methane gas at ∼13 K.
In common with a methane layer on Cu(110), the molecules
form a hexagonal molecular-packing structure on Cu(111)
with a lattice constant of 4.3(±0.1) Å. This result verifies that
the two-dimensional structure [Fig. 2(b)] of methane is not
significantly influenced by the atomic arrangement of the Cu
surfaces. However, the Moiré pattern is not clearly visible on
Cu(111) because it overlaps with a modulated local density of
states caused by the interference of the surface state [24].

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the optimized adsorption struc-
ture of a single methane molecule on the T and SB site of
Cu(110), respectively, obtained by the DFT calculations. We
examined various adsorption geometries and found compara-
ble total energies for several different structures as expected
for the very weak interaction between methane and the surface
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FIG. 2. Methane on Cu(111). (a) High resolution STM image of
a methane layer on Cu(111) (5 K, Vbias = 30 mV; It = 50 pA). CO
molecules were co-adsorbed as a marker to identify the adsorption
position of the methane molecules with respect to the Cu(111)
lattice. The white lines in the image represent the high-symmetry
axes of the surface. (b) Structure model of the methane molecules
(red circles) on Cu(111). The black arrows indicate the CH4-(3 ×
3)/Cu(111)-(5 × 5) supercell.

(see Supplemental Material [19]). It was revealed that the
molecular orientation with the three C–H legs down to the
surface (3-leg configuration) is more stable than the others
(1- or 2-leg configuration). However, methane may freely
rotate on the adsorption site even at low temperatures as
observed in methane crystals [25]. Figure 3(c) shows the
optimized structure of the methane monolayer on Cu(110)
with the 3-leg configuration (see Supplemental Material [19]
for the 1-leg and 2-leg configurations). The average inter-

FIG. 3. Calculated structures of a single methane molecule on
Cu(110): On the short-bridge (SB) site (a) and on the on-top (T) site
(b). The height of C atom (hC) (apical H atom, hH) of methane is
3.25 (4.34) Å and 2.98 (4.08) Å for the SB and T sites, respectively.
The height is defined as the distance from the center of carbon atom
to the average position of the center of Cu atoms in the topmost
layer. (c) Methane monolayer on Cu(110). The black dashed box
indicate the cell of the CH4-(3 × 2)/Cu(111)-(5 × 2) supercell. The
average C (apical H) height is 3.22 (4.31) Å, and the maximum and
the minimum heights are 3.26 (4.36) Å and 3.19 (4.29) Å at T and
SB sites, respectively.

TABLE I. Calculated adsorption energy (Eads) of the methane
monolayer on Cu(110), defined by Eads = − 1

n
[Etot{(CH4)n/

Cu(110)} − nEtot{CH4} − Etot{Cu(110)}], where Etot{(CH4)n/
Cu(110)}, Etot{CH4}, and Etot{Cu(110)} are the total energies of
the CH4 monolayer on Cu(110), isolated CH4, and the Cu(110)
substrate, respectively, and n is the number of CH4 molecules.
Emol−surf

ads and Emol−mol
ads represent the CH4–surface and intermolecular

adsorption energies, respectively (see Supplemental Material [19]
for the definitions). A positive value indicates the adsorption state
is more stable than the isolated ones. The nonlocal correlation
contribution to the adsorption energy is given in the parenthesis.

Eads(meV/CH4) Emol−surf
ads (meV/CH4) Emol−mol

ads (meV/CH4)

163 (302) 120 (222) 42 (80)

molecular distance (carbon–carbon) of about 4.2 Å is in ex-
cellent agreement with experiment. Table I lists the adsorption
energy, the molecule–surface, and intermolecular interaction
energies of the methane monolayer on the Cu(110) surface
along with the contribution from the nonlocal correlation,
which is responsible for the vdW forces (see Supplemental
Material [19] for the definition). It was found that the nonlocal
correlation contribution is dominant in the adsorption energy,
and the calculations clearly indicate that the molecule–surface
and intermolecular vdW interactions stabilize the monolayer
structure. The height of the carbon atom in the isolated
methane molecule is calculated to be 3.25 and 2.98 Å for
the SB and T sites, respectively. On the other hand, the
highest and lowest heights of methane in the monolayer are
found at the T (3.26 Å) and SB sites (3.19 Å), thus the vdW
interactions between molecules affect the geometric height.
We also performed constant-current STM simulations based
on the Tersoff-Hamann theory [26,27], and found that the
apparent height on the T site is higher than the SB site. This
result appears to be inconsistent with the topographic STM
image in Fig. 1(f). However, the difference calculated for the
methane height on the T and SB sites (0.07 Å) is rather small
and it is not trivial to compare with the topographic height in
the STM image (the influence of a methane-terminated tip is
also unclear, as mentioned above).

We found that the aggregation behavior of methane con-
siderably differs on the Cu(110)-(2 × 1)-O added-row struc-
ture. This reconstruction occurs by adsorption of oxygen on
the clean Cu(110) surface and alternating Cu and O chains
grow in the [001] direction [28,29]. Figure 4(a) displays an
overview image of the surface partially covered with the
Cu(110)-(2 × 1)-O structure, which is exposed to a 20-L
methane gas at ∼13 K. The bare Cu(110)-(2 × 1)-O struc-
tures appear as characteristic dark stripes running along the
[001] direction and methane is observed as bright protrusions.
The molecules preferentially adsorbed onto the Cu(110)-(2 ×
1)-O structure and no molecule was observed on the bare Cu
surface at a low coverage, indicating that the methane–surface
interaction is stronger than the bare surface. Figure 4(b) shows
a high-resolution image of methane on the Cu(110)-(2 ×
1)-O structure. The molecules aggregate into a dimer or a
trimer along the added-row as indicated by the red and blue
dashed box in Fig. 4(b). Additionally, they form a column-like
structure along the [110] direction as indicated by the white
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FIG. 4. Methane adsorption on the Cu(110)-(2 × 1)-O added-row structure. (a) Overview STM image of the surface exposed to a methane
gas (5 K, Vbias = 20 mV, It = 3 pA). (b)–(d) Sequential STM images of methane molecules on the added-row structure [5 K, (b) Vbias = 20 mV,
It = 3 pA; (c) Vbias = 20 mV, It = 10 pA; (d) Vbias = 20 mV, It = 3 pA]. The red and blue dashed boxes in (b) indicate a dimer and a trimer
unit along the [001] direction. The white dashed box in (b) indicates the column-like aggregation along [110] direction. (e) STM image of
methane molecules on the added-row structure at a high coverage (5 K, Vbias = 20 mV, It = 3 pA). (f) STM image of methane molecules
on the added-row structure with a CO marker (5 K, Vbias = 20 mV, It = 3 pA). The white grid lines represent the surface lattice of Cu(110).
(g) Structure model for the area indicated by the black dashed box in (f).

dashed box in Fig. 4(b). The intermolecular distance of the
methane clusters is about 3.6 Å which is smaller than that of
the two-dimensional methane layer on the bare Cu surfaces as
well as the three-dimensional methane crystal (∼4.2 Å). This
result demonstrates a crucial impact of the substrate on the
aggregation behavior of methane.

The stationary image of methane could be obtained under
very moderate scanning conditions such as Vbias = 20 mV and
It = 3 pA and the molecules diffused along the added-row
structure when the Vbias and/or It were slightly increased
[Fig. 4(c)], suggesting that the methane–surface interaction
is again relatively weak. However, methane remained as the
dimer and the trimer and the column-like structure was also
kept even after STM-induced diffusion [Fig. 4(d)]. Figure 4(e)
displays methane on the added-row structure at a higher
coverage, where the molecules aggregate into trimers along

the added-row and form a periodic structure. The adsorption
site of methane is determined using a CO marker [Fig. 4(f)].
We found that the molecules are located in the trough of the
Cu(110)-(2 × 1)-O structure and adsorb at the long-bridge
site between the Cu atoms [Fig. 4(g)].

Figure 5(a) shows the most stable structure of a single
methane molecule on the Cu(110)-(2 × 1)-O structure calcu-
lated by DFT. The methane molecule at the long-bridge site
between the Cu atoms is more favorable than the other sites
(see Supplemental Material [19]), in good agreement with the
experiment. As is the case in methane on the clean Cu(110)
surface, the molecule favors the 3-leg conformation compared
to 1- and 2-leg ones. The adsorption energy of methane on the
Cu(110)-(2 × 1)-O structure is significantly larger than those
on the bare Cu(110) surface, which may be explained by the
more ionic nature of the former structure. The charge density

FIG. 5. Calculated structure of methane on the Cu(110)-(2 × 1)-O added-row structure. (a) Monomer (hC: 2.09 Å). (b) Dimer (hC: 2.18
and 2.10 Å from the left). (c) Trimer (hC: 2.26, 2.14, and 2.22 Å from the left). (d) Tetramer (hC: 2.15, 2.33, 2.21, and 2.29 Å from the left).
The height (hC) is defined as the distance from the center of carbon atom to the average position of between the Cu and O atoms at the topmost
layer.
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TABLE II. Calculated adsorption energy (Eads) of the methane
monomer and clusters on the Cu(110)-(2 × 1)-O structure, defined
by Eads = − 1

n
[Etot{(CH4)n/CuO} − nEtot{CH4} − Etot{CuO}],

where Etot{(CH4)n/CuO}, Etot{CH4}, and Etot{CuO} are the
total energies of the CH4 molecule(s) on the Cu(110)-(2 × 1)-O
added-row structure, isolated CH4, and the Cu(110) substrate
including the Cu(110)-(2 × 1)-O added-row structure, respectively,
and n is the number of the CH4 molecules. Emol−surf

ads and Emol−mol
ads

represent the CH4–surface and intermolecular adsorption energies,
respectively. The nonlocal correlation contribution to the adsorption
energy is given in the parenthesis.

Monomer Dimer Trimer Tetramer

Eads(meV/CH4) 145 (322) 153 (301) 160 (297) 146 (320)

Emol−surf
ads (meV/CH4) – 155 (282) 158 (271) 160 (270)

Emol−mol
ads (meV/CH4) – −1 (19) 2 (26) −14 (50)

of the Cu(110)-(2 × 1)-O surface is more polarized than that
of the Cu(110) surface, in particular, in the vicinity of O
atoms, suggesting that the polarization of the surface enhances
the adsorption of methane (see Supplemental Material [19]).

The calculations predicted that the dimer [Fig. 5(b)] and
the trimer [Fig. 5(c)] are slightly more stable than the
monomer. As shown in Table I, the adsorption energies of
the dimer and the trimer are larger than the monomer on the
Cu(110)-(2 × 1)-O structure and the bare Cu(110) surface.
The stabilization is attributed to the methane–surface inter-
action. On the other hand, the tetramer [Fig. 5(d)] shows the
smaller adsorption energy (Table II) than the dimer and the
trimer, consistent with the experiment (absence of tetramer).
The calculations revealed that the intermolecular distance
subtly varies depending on the cluster size, although it is
not discernible in the STM image. The calculated inter-
molecular distance of 3.7–3.9 Å in the dimer and the trimer
is smaller than that in the methane layer on the Cu(110)
surfaces and in the bulk crystal. In contrast to the methane
layer, the intermolecular interaction of the dimer and the
trimer does not contribute to the structure stabilization and
the slightly larger adsorption energy than the monomer on the
Cu(110)-(2 × 1)-O structure may be attributed to a substrate-
mediated interaction. However, the intermolecular distances
in the tetramer are forced to be even smaller than those in
the dimer and the trimer because structural relaxation of the
molecules is more restricted. This situation causes repulsive

intermolecular interactions and eventually leads to destabi-
lization of the tetramer. The column-like structure along the
[110] direction observed in the experiment (Fig. 4) suggests
a substrate-mediated interaction between methane clusters.
However, the calculations did not find a clear stabilization
mechanism across the O-added row.

In summary, we directly observed a two-dimensional
crystal and small clusters of methane on Cu surfaces with
a low-temperature STM. Our combined experimental and
theoretical study showed how the subtle intermolecular
and molecule–substrate interactions through vdW forces
determine the aggregation behavior. It was found that
methane forms the hexagonal molecular-packing structure on
the Cu(110) and Cu(111) surfaces with the intermolecular
distance of ∼4.2 Å, which is almost identical to that of the
bulk crystal. On the Cu(110)-(2 × 1)-O structure, methane
formed a dimer and a trimer along the trough of the oxygen-
added rows but larger clusters were not observed. Our DFT
simulations showed excellent agreement with experiments
and provided atomistic insights into the adsorption structures
and the aggregation mechanism. We found that methane
prefers to adsorb with the three C–H bonds downward to the
surface and the methane monolayer on the Cu(110) surface
is stabilized through vdW interactions among the molecules.
However, the methane–surface interaction becomes stronger
on the Cu(110)-(2 × 1)-O structure due to its more ionic
nature. It was revealed that the dimer and the trimer are sta-
bilized by the molecule–surface interaction, whereas there is
almost no energy gain through the intermolecular interaction
because of a shorter distance between the molecules than
the equilibrium distance. In the tetramer, the intermolecular
distances become even shorter, leading to destabilization
through repulsive forces between the molecules. The
aggregation behavior and structure on surfaces are essentially
related to methane conversion with heterogeneous catalysis.
Our approach will pave the way for investigating elementary
surface processes of methane in real space.
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